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AN EMBEDDING OF GROUPOIDS AND MONOMORFHISMS INTO SIJ*H-B 
GEOUPOIDS 
Jaro Slav JE2EK, Praha 
*• Introduction* By a type we mean a family fa\h-f 
of natural numbers m^ -£ 0 . By an algebra of typ* 
On, j^i€i we mean an ordered pair A « (A, C-fy ).$€j > 
where A is a set (called the underlying set of A ) 
and *£• (for every i 6 1 ) is an /n«-ary operation in 
A . The underlying set of A (of B , •" > resp.) 
is denoted by A (by B ?•*• ? resp.). If 1 con-
sists of a single element i9 and TI^ S* 2 p then alge-
bras of this type Ctn̂  ) ^ € j are called groupoids. A 
groupoid A is thus a set A together with a binary 
operation in A j this operation is denoted by x • <%£> • 
An algebra is called simple if it has no non-tri-
vial congruence relations. We shall be concerned with 
the following question: given a type 6»t- ) ^ € j , how 
large is the class of all simple algebras of this type? 
Let firstly /rfy & A tor all 4, e 1 . If A is a 
simple algebra of type (^\tx * then ^
 i s generated 
by each at least two-element subset of A and thus 
Ca**>6 A £ max C K 0 ., Ca***' 1 ) s if B is a aubal-
gebra of /4 , then the relation 8 defined by 
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<*,1f><-s © if and only if either <*,<^>€ B x B 
or j< • <y. e A is evidently a congruence relation of 
A *• This shows that the class of all simple algebras 
of such a type C^ij^j^i is not too large. 
Let secondly ftl^ % for at least one I €, 1 • 
The class of all simple algebras of type C<n. ̂ $ j *8 
sufficiently large in the following sense: the catego-
ry of all monomorphisms of algebras of type C^l^\^x 1S 
isomorphic to a full subcategory of the category of all 
homomorphisma of simple algebras of type Cm,j\€i • ^*8 
statement will be proved only in the case of groupoida 
(see the Theorem below); the general case is an easy 
generalization. 
For some theorems and methods concerning full em-
beddings of categories of algebras see [l] and C2]« 
2. An auxiliary construction. If Vt is a class 
of groupoids, then we assign to i5fc two categories: 
(i) At CW) is the category of all groupoids 
from t€fC f morphisms being the homomorphisms; 
(ii) (U Ctt) iB the category of all groupoids 
from <0t > morphisms being the monomorphisms, i.e. in-
fective homomorphisms, i.e. isomorphisms into. 
The following three classes of groupoids will be 
spoken of: 
(i) *%> is the class of all groupoids; 
(ii) <&/ is the class of all groupoids A sa-
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tisfying «x* ((*X*X )•»*) -j-» *X for all X € A , Notice 
that every A e % / is a groupoid without idempo-
tente. (An element .x is called idempotent if X-X-* 
m X . ) 
(iii) < ^ is the class of all simple grou-
poids without idempotents. Notice that Jfo(fy*) ** 
- <«< <%% > • 
Lemma I> K^Cfy) is isomorphic to a full sub-
category of (UU (tyf) • 
Proof* Let us assign to every groupoid A a 
groupoid ¥(A\) with the underlying set (AxiOi) u 
u (A x i4i ) in this way: 
<av0><<\, 0>= <%- <*>z> 4> j 
<a 1 , 1> -<a 4 ^>«<a f -o a , 0 > 5 
<a i l 0>.<a f t ,O*<a i f 4>-<a^,0>~ ^ ^ 0> . 
This ¥ ( A ) belongs to <§,' , as x-rtx-x)* * ) "* A x £ f J 
for a l l .x e A x { 0 j and x - f ( x - , x ) *iX)e Ax{0<| for 
a l l x € A x {4 J . 
Let us assign to every monomorphism <p of a 
groupoid A into a groupoid Ti a monomorphism If C9?) 
of X ( A ) into If ( B ) in this way: 
¥ ( y ) ( < Q , , 0 > ) ~ < $ > ( * ) , 0 > J 
y(p)«a,4»** <<p(a)t4> . 
It is easy to prove that 3f(j?) is really a mono-
morphism. ¥ is evidently a functor and it is an ieo-
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morphiam of ^u, (fy) onto a subcategory of (oc (%S) ; 
it ia aufficient to prove that thia aubcategory i8 full. 
Let A and B be two groupoids and y a monomorph-
ism of Y (\) ^to Y C & ) ; we are to prove that 
there exiata a monomorphism g> of A into b auch 
that y m IL(f) . 
KB y<<a, 0>)>y «a71» - yC<a, 0>> <a94>) » 
r qr«a, 0»,we have evidently r «*', 0>) e B x {0} 
for all a, e A . Define a mapping ^ of A into B 
by f « a , 0 >) * <^Ca), 0> , 
From y«a,f 0 > 5 ' y « c i , 7 » • y Ko*., 0>> wa get 
ifC<<-v, 0 ) 6 B x { 1 V M f U a , 4 > ) « O f O . i e 
have < > , 0> » <^(o.), 0> • < > , * > « f r « ^ , 0 » * 
. y C < ^ 4 » * yC<<M>'<<M> )ar r«a,0»*<p(a),O> , 
ao that ir * 9? Co,) , so that y C<o,, 4 > > -=• <y C<̂ >, 4 > 
for all a e A • 
It remaina to ahow that ^ is a monomorphism. We 
have <g>Caf'^), 0>* y C ^ ' c ^ ^ ) ) * r^^f, ̂ >*<%,
4» = 
* 7 Uo^, 4 » ' yr«a2f1» * <?
CaH)7l> ' <<p(ax)74> * 
*<<f(aH)'<f>(az)fO>, ao that f (a^ o^)ar y C o ^ ) ' 
• a Ca.) for a l l a. a € A # The i n a c t i v i t y of 
p la evident. 
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3* A full embedding of the category of monomorpfa--
isms of groupoids into the category of homomorphisms of 
simple groupoids without idempotents. If A is a set, 
then put FCA) • A0 u A1 u A^ u .... where 
A * A x iO ? and for every m, > 0 9 A ^ is the set of 
all ordered triples < oc, ty, <ri > such that j< and ̂. a-
re different elements of Ap u .. . u A^ ; at least 
one of them belonging to *^ • 
If <p is an infective mapping of a set A into a 
set B ? then define a mapping F(g>) of TCA) into 
FCB) by 
FC9)«a,,0» * <?(<*,), 0> >, 
T(f) «x,v9*n»* < FfyHx), F(g>)(y>)f<n>> • 
It i s evidently again infective. 
If Ai i s a groupoid, then define a groupoid 
§(A) wi*h the underlying set FCA) by 
<a^0> • <aZ70>* <a1<a2,0> , 
<*<>*i>7m>> ' <cu7 0> =r <M, (y,,rt,> ; 
<*<,<$,<&>' <x1<\f,m,> m x • 
<* • <x1 <y, <w> » ty 7 
<& ' < Xf ty? m > * co for all ac e V CA) satis-
fying «, 4* <C*9'YJ <n-> and <x> + x . 
Lemma jĝ . If qp is a monomorphism of a groupoid 
A into a groupoid B , then F (<p) is a monomorphism 
of $ f A ) into $ (B) . 
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The proof i s evident* 
Lemma 3* If A i s a groupoid, then § (A) i s 
a simple groupoid. 
Proof. Suppose that 0 i s a non-trivial congruen-
ce relation of $ (A) , There exist three different e le -
ments X , <y, , z € F C A ) such that < x , <t+> > e 9 
and <&, X>> jL Q • Let <rv be the least natural number 
such that <y>, z e A0u ... u A»~.f ; *
e have<^,x9<n>e 
6 A^ . As <* ,<£>€ 9 , we get < * . < ty>,z,<r% > , <&• 
• <tyfZ9<n» € 9 . It x * <<pf Z., <n> , then 
<x* <<^fz,<rv>9 <^><<^fz7<r^>>^<nt,Z>.^ *+ <<V>z,m,>p 
then <x» <<r^f zf<n>t <ty* <
/^,zf<n»'s <u,x> * In both 
cases we get a contradiction. 
Corollary. Every groupoid A i s a subgroupoid of 
a simple groupoid B . If A i s inf ini te , we may demand 
CwodL A m ZoJui^ B * 
J.. Let A 6 <& , Then $ (A) i s a simp-
le groupoid without idempotents. If oC 6 F (A), then 
cc . CC<?c- aO )• oc)» oo i f and only it ot £ A0 . 
Proof. It i s sufficient to prove or * CCoc • oc ) * cc)* 
-» oo for a l l c*< e FCA)-A_fe have 
o 
<x 9Afr7<n>' ((<X,<y,7<n> * <,x,af,<n*>)'<xf<y*7/n>)** 
«r < x , f , w > « Cx • <x, y - , ^ > ) « < x , ^ /n >-<y,*<oc,<ift<n>. 
Lemma 5. Let A } JJ e <£/ and l e t y be a 
monomorphism of $ ( A ) into $ (3) . Then there exists 
a monomorphism g> of A into H> such that y-» FC<p). 
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Proof* If x e F (A ) ( x e F C B ), resp.), then 
X-CCX'-x)*** )-*• X if and only if X ft A a ( *x ft 30 , 
resp.). From this it follows that the monomorphism W 
maps A0 into B„ and F (A) - A0 into FCB) - $0 > 
Define a mapping j? of A into B by y C< a., 0 > ) -* 
» <s<p (cu)7 0 > , This <p is evidently a monomorphism of 
A\ into B - It is sufficient to prove that if coin-
cides with F(g>) on A^ for all m- .This is evident for 
m, & 0 . Let /it > 0 and let the assertion hold for all 
natural numbers smaller than m. Let <,*, <y>7<n>y € A 
Evidently, tocf ty?***) --s the only element oc of V (A) 
with the following properties: oC-fCdC*0C)#<*)- <* / 
X'0O-»^.j .x -̂  cc . Similarly, <y Cx), y <V>, ̂  > 
is the only element fh of FCB) with the following pro-
per ties:/3'CC/3-/3)-(!>)*/)& (x). ft* yC<^) > W(x) & (I . 
As i/r is a monomorphism, if C< x., <ĵ., ̂ > ) has the three 
properties of /3 and we get f (<x\, <y7 **» * <y C Y ) , 
yCy.),'/**)* <FCy)Cx), FCyK^), <.*>*-• F(f)«^,^ "*>» • 
Theorem* /C--^^) is isomorphic to a full subca-
tegory of (u, (%^) =• A C ^ ) • 
Proof. By Lemma 1, p , (fy) is isomorphic to a full 
subcategory of AA, £*%>') * By Lemmas 2,3,4 and 5, f^Cfy') 
is isomorphic to a full subcategory ofxx C^)-» M,(*Vfa). 
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